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By Tom Badham

n 1928, William W. Finley,
president of Southern Railway,
ordered his locomotive
maintenance shops at Birmingham’s
Finley Roundhouse to build a working
replica of the Best Friend of Charleston.
It was to honor the centennial of the
first steam locomotive built in the
United States and the beginning of
what became the Southern Railway
System, now known as the NorfolkSouthern.
Great Britain was the leader of
steam technology at the dawn of

the steam age in the 18th Century.
First the very large and inefficient
Newcomen engine was used to pump
water out of mines. Later, James Watt
is credited with improving the design
and power of the steam engine. By
the end of the 18th century steam
engines had been improved enough
to be feasible to drive boats through
the water. Also at this time ideas about
roads where goods and people were
carried on metal rails were conceived.
Great Britain’s government, well
(continued on page 6)
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he sudden passing of Jim Bennett leaves us stunned, with
craters in our hearts, and a huge tear in the fabric of the
Association. He was a dear friend, treasured board member,
master historian, and, above all, the devoted and highly talented
Editor of our beloved Newsletter. As Ed Stevenson said in his tribute,
Jim truly transformed the Newsletter into a wonderful publication
Alice McSpadden that we all eagerly awaited, read, and saved. Knowing that Jim wanted
Williams
its publication to continue, Tom Badham has stepped in to take over
as Editor, backed up by Jim LaRussa of Pete’s Print as Layout Editor. We have added four
more contributing writers, with more to come. We are all committed to living up to the
high bar of excellence that Jim established. He will really be missed.
On a happier note, kudos are due to two special people.
First: To James Lowery and The Historic Birmingham Mineral Railroad Signs Project.
The 100th sign has been installed! It is in the former Village Springs community on Old
Highway 75 just south of the Blount County line. Sponsored by the Trussville Daybreak
Rotary Club, the installation was attended by a large group of citizens, historians,
other representatives of the Trussville Daybreak Rotary Club and Jefferson County
Commissioner Joe Knight. Now it is on to the next 100!
Second: To Khari Marquette, the young man who is trying to save the Finley Roundhouse,
and came to our July meeting. He has just been notified by F. Collier Neeley, the National
Register Coordinator, that the Alabama Historical Commission staff has determined that
the roundhouse is individually eligible for the National Register of Historical Places at the
State Level of Significance for two different Criteria. Your Board has voted to endorse this
nomination. Congratulations to both James and Khari.
We are looking forward to the Pizitz family as our next program. They will have their
books for sale. I will also have copies of the Historical Markers books. Hope to see you
there.
Alice McSpadden Williams, President

Birmingham News, September, 1966.
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Highland Avenue’s Trolley Line

A Remembrance of Mrs. Martha Milner Benedict written in 1972

N

ow that Birmingham is celebrating its 100th
birthday these memoirs are of particular interest,
written by one who not only lived through those
times, but was an important part of them.
Infant Birmingham weathered the 1873 cholera
epidemic and the 1873 financial panic. The city slowly
recovered and gained strength. By 1884, the road ahead
seemed clear at last and promising. My grandfather,
Major Willis Julian Milner, who was secretary and civil
engineer for the Elyton Land Company, suggested to its
president, Dr. Henry Caldwell, that it was a good time
to develop the large tract of land owned by the company
which adjoined the city’s corporate limits to the southeast,
and south to the top of Red Mountain which was still an
unbroken stretch of primeval forest. That tract of land
forms part of what we now call the South Highlands and
all of Highland Avenue travels through it.
Grandfather was then given the responsibility for
planning the entire street plan including a trolley line
and a large park (Lakeview) for the large tract. He later
wrote, “The entire project was placed in my hands, to be
worked out as my judgment dictated.”
At that time only mules were available to pull the little
street cars of the trolley systems that were just beginning to
span Birmingham. They could only pull up a very gentle
3% grade (a 3 foot rise in a 100 ft. stretch of roadway). As
Highland Avenue was expected to be the chief residential
street in the tract, its width was established at 100 feet,
the same as Birmingham’s downtown streets with the
trolley lines running down the middle of it.
Many people have thought the early car line went up
the 20th Street hill, but that, of course, was not possible
for mule drawn conveyances. Service was begun on July
1, 1885. From First Avenue North downtown it turned
south onto 22nd Street went over the wooden viaduct,

which was constructed just for this purpose, over the
railroad tracks. Then it went down to Avenue E (5th
Avenue South) then east and west making a big circle,
always following a 3% grade.
It swung west on Avenue E to 15th Street, going south
to 10th Avenue South where it turned east to jog its
way to Five Points through the diagonal cut behind the
Parke Library and thus, at last reaching the beginning of
Highland Avenue.
When this Avenue with its many lovely curves and
small parks reached what is now the Municipal Golf
Course, it made a wider, sweeping curve, then on to 29th
Street where it made another wide curve. From there to
downtown it was not difficult. Both of these curves were
to accommodate the street car line, but as generous as
they were then; they are wider now having been carved
out still more in recent years.
In less than a year little steam engines replaced the
mules. There were four of them and it took one hour to
(continued on page 16)

Map of the Highland Avenue Trolley Line.
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G-Man Melvin Purvis and the Birmingham FBI

T

by Steve Brannan

he Birmingham Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) Field Office is one of 56 FBI Field Offices
that investigate violations of federal laws in the
United States and Puerto Rico. Its investigative territory
is the 31 counties of northern Alabama which mirrors
the Federal Judicial District of Northern Alabama.
Investigations in the Middle and Southern Districts of
Alabama are the responsibility of the Mobile FBI Field
Office. Each FBI Field Office has a Special Agent in
Charge who is called the SAC in Bureau parlance. Back
in 1932, the SAC of the Birmingham FBI Field Office
was none other than Melvin Purvis.
Melvin Purvis was the most famous FBI Agent or G
Man as they were called in the 1930’s. Purvis was born
in South Carolina and graduated from the University of
South Carolina Law School. In 1927, at the age of 24, he
joined a then little known federal organization named
the Department of Justice Bureau of Investigation.
Special Agents in those days were investigators but were
not authorized to carry firearms. To get around this
situation, Agents who worked dangerous cases were
sworn in as Deputy United State Marshalls or Deputy
Sheriffs. It would be 1935 before federal legislation
authorized Agents to carry firearms; the same year the
name was changed to Federal Bureau of Investigation.
The Bureau was established in 1908 and was largely
unknown before 1924, when young J. Edgar Hoover was
appointed as its Director. Prior to 1908, United States
Attorneys often borrowed Secret Service Agents from
the Treasury Department to do their investigations.
Hoover stayed on the job for 48 years and died in office
in May 1972. Purvis advanced rapidly in the FBI and was
an early protégé of Hoover. In 1932, Hoover appointed
Purvis SAC Birmingham.
The history of the FBI in Birmingham is interesting
and is note worthy as an example of the competition

Melvin Purvis with J. Edgar Hoover, ca 1934.
after World War I between Birmingham and Atlanta.
By 1930, the “Magic City” had grown so rapidly that it
appeared to be ready to supplant Atlanta as the major
city of the Deep South. At that time, the population of
Atlanta was 270,000 while Birmingham was close behind
with 259,000. In 1930 Hoover decided to close the
Atlanta Field Office and move the office and its Agents
to Birmingham because of its central location and
excellent railroad connections. Its investigative territory
at that time included all of the State of Alabama and
parts of Tennessee, Mississippi and Georgia. The office
(continued on page 11)
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The Klondike Gold Rush and Joe Biddle

O

By Tom Badham

n July 15, 1897, the steamship Excelsior docked
in San Francisco with about 20 prospectors and
hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of gold
on board. A few days later the SS Portland docked in
Seattle with its famed “ton of gold” cargo. In the midst of
a financial panic and depression, the United States went
“gold happy”. The news flashed around the world and
the Klondike gold rush was on, especially in the United
States.
Just a hundred miles or so north up country from
what had been tiny one cabin settlements on the Alaskan
coast called Skagway and Dyea there were fortunes in
gold waiting to be mined from the streams and ground.
An estimated hundred thousand men decided they had
nothing to lose by trying their luck in the Klondike. Few
had any real mining experience and none knew of the
terrible deadly hardships that awaited them in the wet
freezing cold mountains and streams above Skagway.
To reach the gold fields most of the “Klondikers”
landed at the ports of Dyea, now an abandoned ghost
town, and Skagway. Then they would trek north up the
Chilkoot Pass or White Pass trails up into the mountains
following the streams to the Yukon River which flowed
northwest to the Artic and boat down it when it wasn’t
frozen over to the Klondike gold fields.
Forty year old Joseph William Biddle was approached
in August, 1897, by a consortium of mining men in
Birmingham. Representing the Birmingham Gold
Mining Company, he was to go to the Klondike gold
fields and report as accurately as possible all conditions
and the costs involved in making such a prospecting
expedition. One of the Birmingham newspapers also
wanted reports from this gold bonanza. Birmingham
certainly had experienced coal and iron miners.
Perhaps the consortium didn’t want its expert miners
leaving for the Yukon and causing disruptions at their
mines. No one really knew what the conditions there

RCMP Inspection Point, Chilkoot Pass
were. But, the miners would believe the reports Biddle
would send back.
Biddle, originally from Birmingham, England, came to
the US in 1886, becoming a citizen in 1892. He started
his new life in Birmingham, Alabama. He was a skilled
carpenter and wood worker employed as the carpentry
supervisor of Sloss Furnaces, but he was best known as a
local amateur athlete and physical fitness advocate who
owned an interest in his brother’s prosperous bicycle
shop on Twentieth Street in Birmingham. He was
chosen not only for his excellent physical condition but
his grit and level head.
He left on the night train to Memphis on August 25,
1897 with connections across the country to Seattle,
arriving on August 30th. He kept a trip diary, noting
every thing from the condition of the crops he saw to
the shockingly high meal prices, 75¢ each for meals in
the Rockies, instead of the usual half dollar or quarter
charged for a meal gobbled down at a station café during
the half hour or less train stops.
Using his letter of introduction and his natural charm,
he wandered around the docks and outfitting stores of
Seattle recording prices on heavy clothing, hardware,
(continued on page 12)
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The Best Friend of Charleston Replica in Charleston, 1929.
(Friend of Charleston continued from page 1)

aware of its value, tried to protect their valuable steam
technology secrets by making it against the law for any
steam engine or engineer to leave the country. But, as
they always do, the secrets leaked out. By the 1820’s
the first crude railways began to appear with English
steam engines dragging small trains behind them.
In the 1820’s, the Port of Charleston, South Carolina,
had become stagnant as it was becoming easier to ship
agricultural products such as cotton, tobacco and rice
to other ports like Savannah, Georgia, for export. The
Charleston merchants, bankers and large land owners
came up with a scheme to build a railroad inland
from the port to connect with a canal that connected
the Savannah River to the Ashley River to move

those goods faster and more profitably to their port.
In 1827, they persuaded the state legislature to charter
the South Carolina Canal and Rail Road Company to dig a
canal to divert the Savannah River to Charleston and build
six miles of railroad to connect the canal with the port.
In 1830 the company ordered from New York’s
West Point Foundry a steam engine. While a copy
of the British pattern, this would be the first steam
locomotive built in America. The engine was
disassembled and shipped by sea to Charleston.
It arrived in October, 1830 and was re-assembled
and ready for its first test run Christmas Day on a six
mile stretch of track in Charleston. The “strap rails”
were made of wood covered by a strip of iron on top.
(continued on page 15)
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im Bennett, the Editor of this Jefferson Journal,
and Past-President of The Jefferson County
Historical Association, passed away on August 17,
2016. He had recently learned of his malignant tumor,
which was already in an advanced stage when it was
diagnosed, and he knew that his time was limited. But
the time left to him was expected to be longer than it
proved to be. He had initiated steps to choose a successor
as Editor, and had begun preliminary work on publishing
this very issue of the Journal.
The public news media already have printed important
elements of his long and exceptional career, but they
missed a primary element of his background which had
strongly influenced that career. That strong influence was
the fact that, in his heart and mind, Jim was a Historian.
For him, that fact allowed him to place contemporary
events in perspective. For us, it gave us an appreciation
of his thoughts, opinions and actions. Just as a diamond
is a valuable gem with many facets, so was Jim Bennett’s
life. Our history society membership saw one of those
facets clearly, while realizing that other people were more
conscious of other facets, just as bright and important.
Jim was a faithful and important member of the
Board of Directors of The Jefferson County Historical
Association for many years, and he will be greatly missed.
In that capacity, he had a strong influence on the growth
of the Association. His influence was also very strong in
the initiation and development of the The Birmingham

In Memoriam

1940-2016
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History Center. A very significant contribution to the
museum consisted of authoring a new and beautiful
illustrated, commercially successful, history book, Historic
Birmingham & Jefferson County, in 2007; and he donated
all of the financial proceeds to the JCHA. (The funds
are listed as a line-item in the Treasurer’s report, and are
specifically designated for future artifact purchases by
the museum.) This book and the future of the history
museum will extend Jim’s influence and memory for
many years ahead. His development of the Tannehill
State Park and museum and his book, Tannehill and the
Growth of the Alabama Iron Industry (2005) had preceded
this more-general history book.
His work in recent years as Editor of this The Jefferson
Journal transformed it from a standard, dry, newsletter
format, to an interesting publication of historic articles
and pictures. Continuing this concept would be Jim’s
desire.
On a purely personal level, Jim Bennett’s smiling eyes,
quick wit, pleasant conversation, and his work ethic will
long be remembered by those who had the honor of
working with him and associating with him. His unique
combination of personality, knowledge and work will be
very hard to match. He will be greatly missed.
As we drive south from Homewood on Highway 31,
let us always give a quiet salute to Jim at The Jim Bennett
Bridge, which was named in his honor.
Edward W. Stevenson, M.D.
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(Purvis continued from page 4)

Photos taken by Tom Badham.

was located in the Liberty National Building on 20th
Street South.
During the Great Depression a crime wave swept the
Nation. Gangsters robbed banks and fled from state to
state. Local police and sheriffs lacked the jurisdiction to
pursue them. In response to this threat to law and order,
federal laws were passed giving the FBI jurisdiction
over Bank Robbery and Interstate Transportation of
Stolen Property. From Birmingham, in late 1932 Purvis
was re-assigned to head the much larger Chicago FBI
Field Office. Purvis grew to fame as he led the team of
Agents that captured or killed Baby Face Nelson, Pretty
Boy Floyd and John Dillinger. Melvin Purvis became a
household name after newspapers reported that he was
the man who killed John Dillinger, a claim that Purvis
never confirmed or denied. He eventually became more
popular than J. Edgar Hoover himself which caused some
problems with his boss and resulted in his resignation
from the Bureau in 1935.
While in Birmingham, Purvis with other Agents were
flown to different hot spots by a local contract pilot,
Glenn Messer. Messer was born in Iowa and was an
early aviation pioneer. He learned to fly when only 16
years old. In 1916, before America entered World War
I, Messer joined the British Royal Flying Corps. When
the US did enter the War, Messer transferred to the US
Army Aviation Section of the Signal Corps and was a
flight instructor in Texas.
After the War in 1920, Messer made Birmingham his
home and opened Birmingham’s first commercial airfield.
As the contract pilot for the Birmingham FBI, Messer was
on call 24/7 to fly FBI Agents to follow up on hot leads
for the whereabouts of Most Wanted Fugitives such as
the Ma Barker gang and Alvin Karpis. Messer recalled in
a 1984 interview that the Agents always overloaded his
airplane with their Thompson machine guns and extra
ammunition. Flights were frequently made with only
minutes notice, in the middle of the night, and in bad

weather conditions. Messer was
one of the original inductees
into the Alabama Aviation
Hall of Fame. Messer died in
Birmingham in 1995.
Another successful former
Birmingham SAC, was Clarence
M. Kelley who became Director
of the FBI after Hoover died and A Young Melvin Purvis,
served as Director from 1973- ca 1933.
1978. Kelley was SAC Birmingham from 1957-1960.
The FBI office has only had four office locations in
Birmingham. The Liberty National Building was first
in 1930. In 1947 the Bureau moved to The American
Life Insurance Building and was at that location until
1961 when the new 2121 Building was built on 8th
Avenue North. After the 9/11 terrorist attack on New
York’s Twin Towers, it was decided that FBI Field Offices
needed to be located in more secure offices. The current
Birmingham FBI Office, located at 1000 18th Street N.,
was dedicated by FBI Director Robert Mueller in 2005.

Birmingham News, September, 1942.
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tools, canvas and groceries, inspecting equipment, getting
price quotes and talking with people who had been “up
country” in Alaska. He bought heavy woolen clothes,
rubber hip boots and a pack when loaded weighed
around sixty to seventy pounds which would contain his
blankets, oil sheet, bacon, bread, axe, kettle; tin cup; stew
pot and frying pan.
The gold fields happened to be over the border in
Canada and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police had
strict regulations at their border checkpoints that anyone
coming in had to have food and shelter that would
last them for a year. Most of which would be spent in
freezing rain, ice cold streams, deep snow and below zero
temperatures.
For a four man party this would amount to over
a ton of various supplies which had to be packed by
horse, dog sled or human back up and over the frozen
mountains. Starving and/or freezing to death were
common occurrences among the prospectors as well as
“land scurvy” due to no fresh vegetables with Vitamin C.
Anything bought in Alaska would sell for astronomical
prices, if it was available. Sometimes a party took months

Miners Packing Supplies Up the Chilkoot Pass

No. 4

packing all their supplies up the mountains to the border
just for entry into the Yukon.
On the evening of September 6, 1897, he boarded the
coastal steamer Al-ki with a second class ticket to Dyea.
On Sunday, September 12th he arrived at Juneau at 2
AM. Reported, “Dance and gambling houses going full
swing.” During the ship’s layover he inspected the gold
quartz stamp mills and mines owned by the Nowell Gold
Mining Company. Leaving Juneau, he arrived at Skagway
on the 14th and went to Dyea on a scow which grounded
about a mile from shore and spent the night on it in
a howling rain storm. Wearing layers of heavy woolen
clothes, rubber hip boots and carrying his 65 pound
pack, he joined a party attempting to go up the Chilkoot
Pass Trail to the Yukon River. This trail would cross the
U.S.-Canada border at the foot of Chilkoot Pass. While
the pass was about twenty straight miles from Skagway,
the trail to it going up and down steep hills and following
creeks was much longer. Biddle decided he would go to
the RCMP checkpoint at the foot of the pass.
In his diary he reported the following:
“Turned out 2 AM [September 17th] Dark, blowing
like H. Raining. Loaded boat, stove in bow, pulled off.
Got in current, pulled into rock, stove in stern, landed
on Island, packed some [supplies], stole another boat
went back to scow. Scow high & dry (30 ft. tide), packed
2 boat load to boats and pulled same about 3 miles, first
one side of stream then other. Landed stuff, went across,
2 more boat load, pitched tents, got supper. Coffee &
bread & bacon grease, 7 o’clock, 17 hours. Wet, in water
most of time. Wet yet, writing this in dark. 5 men, 4,000
lbs, 3 miles.”
On Saturday, September 18th, he recorded the
following:
“Rained hard all night. Rivers up. Started for mouth
of canyon this AM. Road just beyond description. Up
Hill, down hill, across creeks, which run from mountain
sides, ice water free, slipped off log into creek. Bath free,
(continued on page 13)
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(Gold Rush continued from page 12)

pulled about 2 miles from mouth of canyon, wave came
down canyon washed some tents away & played H. to
some party above. Our man grabbed sack of sugar & ran
when he saw water coming in tent. Another got out with
a coat & so on. Water is running now about 40 to 45
miles an hour.”
The next day, Sunday, September 19th, he recorded:
“Started at 7 AM (raining). Reached Mouth of Canyon
9 AM (2 ferrys, 50¢ each). Reached Sheep Camp (or what
was left of it) about noon. Here was a pretty tough looking
sight. The night before there was a big rain which caused
a glacier to come down into the river & the result was
similar to the Johnstown, Ohio flood. Tents, log houses,
stores, horses, provisions of all kinds were washed away.
Only one man was killed so far as people know, although
there may be more; men were digging out of the sand &
mud what was left of their supplies; saddles, & every kind
of things you can mention. There were here about 400
people as near as I could find out, & to some of them
this was a severe blow, as it takes about 3 weeks for 2
men to move [their supplies] to this point from Dyea, &

Map of Skagway and Chilkoot Pass Trail.

that is using teams & pack horses some of the distance.”
The trail up to this point was lined with the carcasses
of horses killed by exhaustion, starvation and exposure
while packing loads up the brutal trail. When the trail
rose above the tree line there was no vegetation for
the horses to eat or wood for men to make fires with.
Now the miners had to contend with crossing an uphill
sloping glacier to get to the foot of the pass where the
RCMP would inspect and approve their year’s supply of
food and shelter before allowing them to then haul all
those supplies almost straight up over the lip of the icecovered pass.
Biddle slogged his way to the RCMP inspection station
at the foot of the Chilkoot Pass on September 20th. He
found the Mounties stationed there to be, “first-rate
fellows and they don’t seem to interfere with anyone.
The Captain I spoke with was very friendly.”
He then turned around to make the return journey
back to Dyea and Skagway. He noted if he slipped
he could slide and tumble all the way down the
glacier and into the not quite frozen lake at its foot.
He arrived back on the beach at Dyea on September
23rd. Crossing to Skagway on the 24th he noted, “When
I left Skagway 8 days ago, there was but very little except
canvas tents in town. Now streets are laid off, cut out
with stores and houses by the hundreds appearing. They
also had a murder and suicide in that same 8 days. A
man shot a woman who he had been living with, and
then shot himself. Fortunately for him, he made a good
job of it, as he would have been strung up otherwise.”
After giving himself a day to lay up and recuperate
from his wet, freezing trek, he caught a steamer down to
Haines Mission about twenty miles from Skagway to find
out the conditions of the Dalton Trail to Dawson City in
the Klondike. He was told the trail was very bad with soft
snow and deep mud and with the rivers high from rainfall.
A man who left Dawson City on August 28th
stated that the stores in Dawson City had quit selling
(continued on page 14)
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provisions and were offering to buy all the provisions
from anyone coming up the trail. A great many
people were coming out for the winter since people
who did make it up the trail were lightly provisioned
due to the bad condition of the trail. People expected
things were going to be bad there the coming winter.
On September 26th, Biddle decided to head back
to Seattle stopping along the way to further gather
information. He caught a steamer going south down
the coast to Juneau. He found the underground mines
there were paying miners from $2.00 to $2.75 a day with
board, but that the mines were very wet and dangerous.
He also found that mining claims covered all the streams
in which most of the gold was first found for miles
around the reported gold strikes.
Heading south to Fort Wrangle, he got information
on the “Wrangle Route”. A much longer trail to the
Klondike gold fields, but much of it by interconnected
lakes which made the trip in country by boat easier, but
many days longer, requiring even more provisions to be
carried.
He arrived back in Seattle on the morning of October
2nd. He noted, “Changed clothes this AM. First time
pants were off in 24 days.” He made a friend out of a
Mr. Stanley, the manager of the Washington Woolen
Mill Company’s store. With support from the store and
from several other Seattle merchants, Biddle returned to
Dyea, Alaska on February 5, 1898. This time attached
to a well-funded and supplied knowledgeable group with
the objective of going all the way to the gold fields near
Dawson City in the Yukon.
Except for a one page listing of dates and way points, he
did not keep any journal. He made it to Dawson City on
July 6, 1898, and then went on to Moose Hide Creek on
July 10th. There, for whatever reasons, the journal ends.
He may have received word from the Birmingham Gold
Mining Company that in light of the astronomically huge
projected costs, terrible conditions and miniscule chance
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of any profit, they decided to dissolve the company and
stick with coal, iron mining and limestone quarrying in
Alabama.
Biddle returned to Birmingham, eventually retired to
Mentone, Alabama and passed away on November 15,
1926, at age 69.
Sources: Hill Ferguson Papers, File #56. 6. 12. 18, Copy of
Joseph William Biddle’s Trip Diary. Department of Archives
and Manuscripts, Birmingham Public Library. Wikipedia on
Klondike Gold Rush.

Birmingham News, 1966.
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(Friend of Charleston continued from page 6)

The December 29th edition of the Charleston Courier
gushed, “The one hundred and forty-one persons flew
on the wings of wind at the speed of fifteen to twenty-five
miles per hour, annihilating time and space…leaving the
world behind.”
It didn’t mention the smoke, soot and burning
cinders the engine belched out covering the awed
passengers. But here was a mode of transportation that
could transcend bad weather that made the roads of
the day impassable quagmires and that moved freight
and passengers much faster than a walking mule or ox.
New technology can hold dangerous surprises. On
June 17, 1831, the now-named Best Friend of Charleston
became the first locomotive in the US to have its boiler
blow up. One newspaper account stated the fireman
tied down the steam pressure release valve because he
was tired of listening to it whistle. Another account
alleged the fireman placed a stout piece of lumber on
the safety valve and sat on it! The blast hurled metal
fragments over a wide area and killed the fireman.
The engine was rebuilt and christened Phoenix.
To calm would-be passengers, each train had a flat car

The Best Friend of Charleston, Charleston Museum.

behind the engine stacked high with cotton bales as their
protection if another boiler explosion occurred. Happily,
the Phoenix may still have been in service up to the
Civil War. That little railroad proved to southerners that
railroads could be profitable both to the country and to
its investors. By the end of 1833 the railroad stretched
136 miles from Charleston to Hamburg, South Carolina,
a small town across the Savannah River from Augusta.
In the 1850’s another railroad was built to Charleston.
The Memphis and Charleston Railroad played a large role
in the history of the South, Alabama and Birmingham.
Completed in 1857, the railroad opened up what was
thought of as the Western Territories by connecting
the Mississippi and Tennessee River Valleys as well as
northern Georgia’s fertile cotton lands to the port of
Charleston. Samuel Tate, who constructed and became
president of the Memphis and Charleston, was one of
the first mineral investors in Birmingham. He finished
the construction of the South and North Alabama
Railroad which connected Alabama’s mineral district to
Decatur to join with James Sloss’s railroad to Nashville
as well as connecting to the Memphis and Charleston.
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make the trip around the circle. I know because as a little
girl I attended the Pollock-Stephens Institute. At that
time it was located in a large, old, converted residence
painted red that stood on the corner of 19th Street and
Avenue E (5th Ave. South), cater-cornered from the site
that later was occupied by the Post Office.
On school days I rode to and from on the little dummy.
It seemed almost toy like and the trip was fun. Sometimes
there were two coaches, because on infrequent occasions
the little dummy hauled freight. At the times of day I
rode, most of the passengers were school children. The
passenger coach was arranged with two rows of seats
with an isle between. Up and down that aisle I used to
skip rope. The leisurely speed of travel and the scarcity
of passengers, also the tolerant attitude of Bob Baker,
the conductor, all were conducive to an uninhibited
atmosphere.
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When the mothers put their children on the dummy
in the morning and in the care of Bob Baker, they had
a feeling of complete confidence in both the conductor
and the dummy. Bob Baker was a well known character
in the town at that time. He was a small, black haired
man, clean shaven and with a noticeably aquiline nose.
He always wore a spruce dark blue uniform. Even when I
saw him afterward in later years on the streets downtown
he wore his bright and pleasant smile and carried himself
with an erect and military bearing.
When he died he left as a legacy to the Birmingham
Library, a large and valuable collection of photographs of
Birmingham people, places and events during the years
that spanned his lifetime. They may be seen now in the
Southern Collection at the library — an outstanding and
fitting memorial to Bob Baker himself.
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